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3 Localizações indicadas

Improv Asylum
"Sketch Comedy"

by Guy F. Wicke

+1 617 263 6887

Sketch comedy in the style of Saturday Night Live and Second City is
performed here by this namesake improvisational group. A favorite among
local comedy junkies, performances at this North End venue have an
interactive environment where the talented cast brings on something new
and fresh each time they hit the stage and audience participation is not
only requested, but required.
www.improvasylum.com/

kristin@improvasylum.com

216 Hanover Street, Boston
MA

Nick's Comedy Stop
"Theatre District Location"

by TheeErin

+1 617 830 2551

A highly rated comedy venue where up-and-coming comedians can hone
their craft, this club has been a mainstay in a good local comedy scene.
While they may lack the touring headliners that perform at other clubs,
you can certainly count on getting your share of laughs at this fun spot.
Ticket range depends on the performance. Call ahead for a show schedule
and specific show prices. Admission is reserved for those over 18 years of
age.
nickscomedystop.com/

info@nickscomedystop.co
m

100 Warrenton Street,
Boston MA

Charles Playhouse
"Two Levels of drama"

by Architect Asher Benjamin
1839; I took this photograph.

+1 617 426 6912

Looking for a lively and interactive bit of theater? This playhouse may be
the ticket. It is home to two long-running theatrical productions. Boston's
longest-running production, Shear Madness debuted here in 1980. Since
then, more than 5 million people around the world have seen the muchacclaimed whodunit set in a 1960s-era hair salon. Blue Man Group is a
wildly popular production featuring three actors covered in blue paint who
cavort about the stage accompanied by loud rock music and plenty of
audience interaction.
www.charlesplayhouse175.com/

74 Warrenton Street, Boston MA
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